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Li Shicen’s life philosophy was born in May Fourth Era that is featured by
multicultural collision and the awakening of individual consciousness.As a result of
these feature,Li’s theory contains not only the shining points of Nietzsche and
Bergson’s thoughts on life and art, but also the artistic feelings of Chinese traditional
philosophy, especially of “Taoist road”. What’s more ,his theory is self-contained and
it’s no wonder that Ai Siqi would regard it as a very important stage in modern
Chinese philosophy,thus we can see Li Shicen’s evident status in the history of
modern Chinese philosophy. However, due to Li Shicen’s thoughts conversion and
premature death,his philosophy of life hadn’t got more thorough and systematic
development.The tide of times not only submerged his fame, but also his philosophy .
From the point of view of current academic research, since the 80s of the 20th
century, Li Shicen's philosophy of life has been paid attention by many scholars. But
even today, the research of Li Shicen still has little breakthrough, current researches
are mostly limited in the field of abstract philosophic level ,in other words,there is
hardly any survey from aesthetic dimension .
Therefore,this article would like to systematically refine Li Shicen’s thoughts on
life and art through his construction process of life philosophy, then we can see what
aesthetic thoughts and artistic spirit that has hide in his theory.The full text is divided
into four chapters.The first chapter is the“ thoughts of ‘Life’”.We will make a history
card on the acceptance course of Nietzsche, Bergson’s thoughts in China,it will
assisted by Li Shicen’s annotation of the “Taoist road”,integrating both,we will find
the fusion of Chinese culture and Western philosophy in Li Shicen’s thoughts.The
second chapter is about the “essence of Art”.We would like to discuss Li Shicen’s
perception on the essence of art and aesthetic ,which is based on the conception of life
ontology,and the main point is the association between individual life and art. The













social life, through the discussion of Li Shicen’s four realms of life,his pursuit of
Taoist aesthetic realm and his attention on aesthetic education,we can feel his deep
hope of art life.The fourth chapter is about “the redemption of art”. Through the
discussion of Chinese literary and art spirit in 1920s, the relief function of art will be
highlighted ,and that is the reason why Li Shicen respected Nietzsche’s view of
literature and art .
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上推出“尼采专号”与“柏格森专号”，倡言人生哲学。1922 年至 1928 年，在
当时的学术文化界已颇有名气的李石岑，不仅兼任商务印书馆主办的《教育杂志》
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